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Nonstandard bearings Introduction :  

According to the customers¡¯ requirements, our special engineer of NingBo Chuang Hon Yi Axle Co.,Ltd. can 

design and produce all kinds of nonstandard bearings. The nonstandard bearings we can provide are as follows: 

1.Bearings with bigger inner ring:The inner size of this kind ofbearing is bigger than the standard one. 

2.Bearings with plastic packaged on the outer ring: There is a plastic packaged on the outer ring for this kind of 

bearing. There are many kinds of materials for packaging.  

3.Bearings with V-shape or U-shape groove on the outer ring: There is V-shape or U-shape groove on the outer 

ring. It can meet the customers¡¯ different assembling requirements 

4. Bearings with full ball:There is no cage between the inner ring and the outer ring.This kind of bearing can bear 

heavy loading.  

The above bearings are some general nonstandard ones. In addition, we also can produce the bearing according 

to your drawings or design bearings according to your appliance. The followings are some of the nonstandard 

bearings produced by NingBo Chuang Hon Yi Axle Co.,Ltd. 

Other related Products: 

Outer surface of sphere bearings ,Wide breadth bearings ,Bead bowl ,Doors and windows bearings ,Inflate compensate 

bearings ,Hexangular Inner Bore Bearings ,Sheath ,Inner breadth widened bearings ,Outer dia inclined slot bearings ,Flange 

full bead bearings ,on-standard Bearing ,miniature bearings 
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Our Other Products 

Deep groove ball bearing , Nonstandard bearings , Special Bearings , Outer surface of sphere 
bearings , 6000 series bearings , Special Bearing , Wide breadth bearings , 6200 series bearings , 
6300 series bearings , Bead bowl , 6800 series bearings , Doors and windows bearings , Inflate 
compensate bearings , 6900 series bearings , Hexangular Inner Bore Bearings , R series bearings , 
Sheath , 16 series bearings , Inner breadth widened bearings , Outer dia inclined slot bearings , 
Flange full bead bearings , 0 series bearings , Self Aligning Ball Bearings , Bearing steel bearings , 
Bicycle bearings , CHUAN HON YI Bearings , Conveyor bearings , Conveyor belt bearings , 
Electric tool bearings , Fishing gear bearings , Flange bearings , Insert bearings , Low noise 
bearings , Motor bearings , Motorcycle bearings , Ningbo bearings , Nylon Bearings , Planck 
Thrust Ball Bearings , Pneumatic tool bearings , Pulley bearings , roller skate bearings , Scooter 
bearings , Screen wiper bearings , Single Row Angular Contact Bearing , Skateboard bearings , 
Sports instrument bearings , Stainless steel bearings , Roller bearings , Thrust Ball Bearings , 
Wheelchair bearings  
Contact us 

1. NINGBO CHUANG HON YI AXLE CO.,LTD  

2. Add: B.Dist.,Technology Area,Yuyao City,Ningbo,China.  

3. WebSite: http://www.nbkbearings.com/  

4. Sales Manager:  Mr Zhou  

5. Tel: +86-574-62501119  

6. Fax: +86-574-62501118  

7. E-Mail: sales@nbkbearings.com   

 


